
APOLLO l4 MISSION REPORT 

PI.SS/OPS (EVA-1) 

The PLSS/OPS performance during the first FNA was excellent, and the 

telemetry data obtained compares well to data generated during preflight 

ground testing. (Appendix II). Comparison of the amount of expendables 

consumed (oxygen and water usage) was good. Based on metabolic determina

tion from oxygen consumption, feedwater usage and thermal balance, the 

CDR worked at an average rate of 750 BTU/hr while the LMP worked at 900 

grujhr during this EVA. Both crewmen maintained a comfortable temperature 

. and only the LMP had to change diverter valve positions. Tables I, II, III, an= 

IV provide a listing of expendables used, metabolic rates, assumptions 

used for calculating metabolic rates, and possible errors and their effects 

on metabolic rate determination. 

Corr11mmications Check 52 MinutC's 

(From power on at 113:08:08 LMP and CDR to fan on at ll3:59:h0 l....Ml-' and CDH). 

When the RCU switches were properly positioned, communications .,.,ere good 

in all modes. The 02 quantity as indicated on the RCU was 89% for the CDR 

and 927. for the LMP .  Current and voltage· readings were normal and all 

sensors were reading as expected. 

The initial POS charge as i�dicated on telemetry was 1000 psia for the CDR 

and 1020 psia for the LMP .  This compares favorably w:i.th pre-flight �:round-
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The communications check required about 52 minutes because there was 

confusion as to what position the LM and RCU switches were to be in. 

Communications and the telemetry problems were resolved at 113:50:20, about 

30 minutes longer than planned. 

PLSS Start Up 26 Minutes 

(Fan on to feedwater flag clear at 114:25:20 CDR and 114:24:50 LMP). After 

initial fan start up flow was verified. The PLSS pump of the CDR was 

started up at 114:13:00 ru:td that of the LMP at 114:13:00. The current 

and voltage readings were normal during startup; the current stabilized 

at 2. 58 amps for the CIR and 2. 7 amps for the LMP. These values are .1 

amps lower than those during SESL tests for the COO and the same value as 

during SESL for the LMP. 

Initial pressurization of the PGA's resulted'in a 55 psia pressure drop in 

POS pressure for the CIR and a 65 ps:i.a drop for the LMP. These values crre 

3 psia and 21 psia higher respectively than data obtained during chamber 

testing. Initial cabin depressurization began at 114:17:00 and the hatch 

was opened approximately 4 minutes later. The CDR's low feedwater precsure 

warning flag deactivated 4 minutes after turning on the feedwater. It 

took 3 minutes and 30 seconds for the LMP's low feedwater pressure indicator 

to deactivate. 
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EVA 278 Minutes 

(From feedwater flag clear to feedwater valve closed at 119:03:15 LMP and 

em.) 

The CIR bee;an the EVA at 114:26:30 with the' diverter valve in the minimum 

cooling position. Throughout the EVA the em remained in minimum cooling. 

The LMP egressed the 1M at 114:35:00 with the diverter valve at the 

minimum position. Throughout the EVA, the LMP switched between minimum 

and intermediate positions, making 2 diverter valve changes. The LMP 

ingressed the LM at 118:57:30 and the CDR was back in the LM at 119:02:00. 

Oxygen consumed was 4gJ psi for the CDR ani 725 psi for the LMP .  Total 

EVA time was 4 hours 49 minutes for the CDR and the LMP. The higher oxygen 

consumption usage rate of the LMP was due to a leak in the system. 

PLSS Shut Down 23 Minutes 

(From fcedwater valve closed to power off at 119:26:00 for the LMP, and 

for the CDR.) 

Cabin repressurization and PLSS shut down went smoothly with no lOss of 

cooling being reported or indicated on telemetry. The crewmen shut off 

their PLSS oxygen supplies when the cabin pressure reached 2.5 psia. The 

CDR's POS pressure dropped 40 psi during repressurization while that of the 

LMP dropped 15 psi. The cabin reached 3.5 psia at 119:08:00. Feedwatcr 

pressure dropped off normally, and fan am pump shut downs occured at 119:23:40 

fol' the: LHP and 119:23:55 for the CDR. The EVCS rncx:le svdlch was turned to "0" 

at 119:26:00 1or both crawmen. 
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PLSS Recharge and Feedwater Collection 

The LMP's PLSS oxygen recharge began immediately after cabin repressurization. 

LiOH cartridges and batteries were replaced on both PLSS's. Measurements 

of the feedwater bags were performed similar to those 'on Apollo 12. When 

the scale was zeroed, one RCU with a known earth weight was weighed to 

provide a conversion fran lunar kilograms to earth pounds. 

Using this factor, the lunar weights of the feedwater, and the initial 

charge of feedwater, the amount of feedwater used was calculated and a 

metabolic rate established to compare to rates calculated by the thermal 

balance method and the mcygen consumption method. Lunar weights of feedwater 

collected was 0. 25 KG and 0. 19 KG for the CDR and LMP respectively. 

Topping off the PLSS POS was then performed. The POS pressure at the start 

of the second EVA was 980 psia on both PLSS units, verifying that a full 

charge had been accomplished. 

PLSS/OPS (EVA-2) 

Preparation for the second EVA progressed more smoothly than it did for the 

first EVA, and the actual EVA was completed without mu problems. Generally, 

the second EVA was a repeat of the fir�t, with good correlation between 

telemetry data and chamber test data. 

The amount of oxygen and water consumed compared well during this EVA also. 
·' 

fi:J:.;e-:i on meb.bolic deteniu.nations from 02 consumption, an.d 
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thermal balance, the CDR worked at a rate of 900 BTU/hr and the LMP worked 

at a rate of 1050 BTU/hr. 

Communications Check 8 Minutes 

(From power on at 131:36:54 CDR and LMP, to fan on at 131:45 

LMP). 

CDR and 

No problem occurred during this portion of the pre-egress activities and 

cozmnunications were good in all modes. The em. had 85% oxygen and the LMP 

85% as indicated on their oxygen quantity gauges. Telemetry indicated 980 psia 

for the CDR and the IMP. 

Current and voltage readings were again normal and warning tones and flags 

performed properly. 

PISS Startup 8 Minutes 

(From fan on to feedwater flag clear at 131:54:00
. 

LMP and CDR.) Fan and 

pump startups were normal, and the current eventually stabilized at . 1  

amps lower than ground level tests. Actual current values were nearly the 

same as those during the first EVA. 

Oxygen was turned on at 131:43:15 for the CDR and the LMP. The POS pressure 

drop during suit pressurization was 65 psi for the CDR and 60 psi for the 

LMP. These values compare with those during the first E..VA. quite well; 55 

p::;i for t.he CDR and 65 psi for the LMP .  Cabin depr.m;su.ri.z.:.1.tion tegan at 

131:47:40, and the hatch was opened about 5 minutes later. 
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Elapsed time from feedwater on to feedwater flag clear was 3 minutes 26 

seconds for the CDR and 3 minutes 26 seconds for the LMP . 

EVA 270 Minutes 

(From feedwater flag clear to feedwater valve closed at 136:20:50 LMP, and 

136:24:00 CIR). 

The CDR egressed the LM at 131:53:50, and the LMP followed at 132:00:00. 

The em began the EVA with the PI.SS diverter valve in the minimum cooling 

position, as did the LMP. 

Throughout the EVA, the em switched between minimum and intermediate 

cooling. The LMP also changed diverter valve positions between minimum and 

intermediate cooling. 

The LMP ingressed the LM at 136:06:00, and the CDR ingressed at 136:16:30. 

Oxygen consumption was nominal for the time period with 450 psi being used 

by the COO and 680 psi by the LMP .  

PLSS Shut Down 6 Minutes 

(From feedwater valve closed to power off at 136:30:10 CDR and LMP). 

Cooling performance was good from feedwater off to cabin rcpressurizution 

at 136:23:50. The POS pressure loss during cabin ·repressurization w�s 40 

p�i for the CDR and 20 psi for the LMP .  The COO and LMP shut off their 

oxygen valves at 136:23:00. 

:�;:vJ·.;:JL·�r �'ressi.lr� dropped off properly, a'1d voltai;e and cu�'!'cnt dat3 'tt.Js 

normal during fan and pump shutdown.· The Mode selector switches were placed 

in the "0" position at 136:30:10. 



EVA I 

�gen (PSIA) 

IFeedwater (lb.) 

W.OH 

IPo"'-er (\<o-att hours) 

EVA II 

�gen (PSIA) 

IFeedwater (lb.) 

JJ.oa 

Power (watt hours) 

A.liOUNT 
�RE EVA 

10.20 

8.66 

-

.279 

980 

8.96 
(assumed 

-

.279 

.A,"l:OUNT liS ED 

EXFEND�BLSS DATA 

MITCHELL 

USED AMOUNT 
PRE EVA EVA POST EVA AMT. I 

TOTAL 1 REMAlNING 

65 17.25 15 805 .215 

15.23 .42 5.65 2.05 - usable 
- - - - -

32 217 ll 260 19 

60 I 670 .20 750" .230 

. 28 6.53 - 6.81 1. 32 usable 
- - - - -

20 .206 Ll .2.26 53 

TABLE II. 

USE RATE 
DURING 

EVA 

157.7 ��i 
I 

l.U �J 

44.6 �t 

154.8 ��i 
1.43 lb I hr 

-

44.0 watt� 

! TIME 
I 

I 
USED 
(HR) 

4.S8• 

4.69 
5.4( 

6.2� 

· 4.65 

4.56 

5.CX: 

5 • .2C 

TD1E 
REMAINING 

(HR) 

0.64 

1.83 

4. 60 plu:: 
.43 

0.74 

. n 

3. 00 plus 
1..20 

(See pages 11 and 1.2 for metho1s of determining expendables data.) 
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Tr.'·' ...... � I 
AVAILAB:Z I 

{TOTAL HOURS) i 

5.5.2 

6.52 

11.00 plus 

6.70 

5.39 

5.48 

s.oo plus 

6.40 
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TABLE III. 

Summary 

EVA I 

Shepard 

No Heat Leak With Heat Leak (-140BTU/hr) 
No Suit Leak and Suit Leak 

Gas Inlet Temp. D.P. (OF) 68 64 60 68 64 60 
Thermal Balance 870 788 717 973 881 810 
02 Consumption 1 780 780 780 743 743 743 
Feedwater Consumption 628 628 628 740 740 740 

Mitchell 

Gas Inlet Temp. D.P. (oF) 73 69 65 73 69 65 
Thermal Balance 895 795 710 988 888 803 
02 Consumption 2 1220 1220 1220 900 900 900 
Feedwater Consumption 777 777 777 889 889 889 

F.VA II 
No Heat Leak With Heat L('ak (+135 BTU/hr) 

Shcpnnl No Suit Leak anrl Suit Lcnk 

Gas Inlet Temp. D.P. 
(OF) 71 67 63 71 67 63 

Thermal Balance 1017 916 839 927 826 749 
02 Consumption 3 1080 1080 1080 900 900 900 
Fcedwater Consumpti.on Not Avail. Not Avai 1. 

Mitchell 

Gas Inlet Temp. D.P. (OF) 73 69 65 73 69 65 
Thermal Balance 1268 1168 1082 1178 1078 992 
02 Consumption 4 1210 1210 1210 1050 1050 1050 
FcC'clwntc:r Consumption Not Ava i 1. Not Avai 1. 

l. A�:>liOI('d Lcak:tgc used is that during PIA 
2. As:;u111cd leakage := 300 sec./min 
3. A ·. u:,:•.' d I(. ::.k:, ;·,r-! liS sec /mi.n 
: .  II, . .  u .  ·d I <·.1 k.t .:<· 150 .� �- (./rain 
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TABIE IV 

METABOLIC DETERMINATION ASSUMPTIONS 

02 Con::mmption 

Ansumptions - R.Q. = 0.85 (input fran Humber_t) 

Feedwater 

Assumptions: 

% heat generated by C02/LiOH � 0.276 (metabolic) 
For EVA I: Heat Leak= -140 BTU/hr 

The nnal Balance 

Ventilation Loop + Liquid Transport Loop 

Assumptions: 

Ventilation flow - Based on PLSS/PGA PIA performance data corrected 
for LiOH cartridge and wet system. 

Liquid flow - Based on PLSS/LCG performance data corrected for 
temperature. 

EVA I: Heat Leak = -140 BTU/hr EVA II: Heat Leak = 135 BTU/hr 

Possible Errors 

02 Consumption 

PGA leakage - 1 cc/min 

R.Q. - 0.�1 change 
02 prdssure - 1 psi 

Feerlwatl3r 

l BTU/h:::-

2 BTU/hr 
2 B'l1J/hr 

EVA II - 0 - 0.6# H2o remaining in the sublimator - 0-130 BTU/hr 

Heat leak - 100 BTU (neg)/hr 80 BTU/hr increase 

Heat storage - 0-100 BTU 20 BTU/hr 

The nn 31 RaJ ance 

HcCit Storace - 0-100 BTU 

Flo·.·: (lictuid) - 0.11//mln 

Delta T 

Vent Flow 

Dew Point 

- O.l°F 
- 0.111 1 hr 

- 1°F 

20 BTU/hr 

6 BTU/hr 

25 BTU/hr 
4 BTU/hr 

20 BTU/hr 



EMU HEAT LFfCS 

Condition a 
Heat leak, EVA Sun angle, deg EMU Btu/hr 

1 12 Clean -140 
2 25 Partially +135 

dirty 

�ough 1 unar plane. 
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METIJODS OF DETERMINTI<G EXPENDABLES DATA 

Ox;ygan 

A). Amount Pre EVA: For both EVA I and II, this is the quantity of 
o2 each crewman had prior to turning on the 02 valve 

B). Amount Used Pre EVA: This is the amount of oxygen used to pressurize 
the PGA 

C). Amount Used -EVA: This is the amount of oxygen used during the 
actual EVA, time span being from after initial 
suit pressurization to before cabin repressurization. 
This is the time period used to calculate the 
oxygen use rate 

D) • 

E). 

Ammmt Used - Total: This is the amount used during EVA and pre EVA 

Amount Remaining: This is the amount of oxygen remaining just before 
cabin repressurization 

F). Use Rate During EVA: This is the &�ount of oxygen used durir.g EVA 
divided by the time discussed in section G 

G). Time Used: 

H) • Time Remaining: 

I). Time Available: 

Feed>mter 

A). Amount Pre EVA: 

This is the time period where the usage rate is 
stable - fr� after suit pressurization to before 
cabin repressurization 

This is calculated using the use rate during EVA 
and the usable amount remaining. The usable amow1t 
remaining is that amount remaining just before 
cabin repressurization less 135 psi 

This is the time used plus the time remaining. Time 
used is from 02 on to 02 off 

For EVA I this is the delta weight of the PLSS 
when charged for flight at KSC. For EVA II it is 
the same "'-eight as EVA I (a�:;umcd) plus .JO lb. 
assumed to be left in the line to the sublimator 

D). Amount Used Pre E:VA: Th1s is the <'..':!Otmt of fecd<�ater used to dissipate 
hcot. bu) lt U!) !'rior to turnir�� Uw pump on 
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C). Amount Used -EVA: For EVA I, this is detennined by taking the amount 
of pre EVA feedwater (corrected for hose expansion) 
and subtracting the amount collected using feed
water collection bag weights (corrected for slave 
water an:i bag weight). Fran this number is 
subtracted the amount of feedwater used in pre EVA. 
For EVA II, it is calculated using a metabolic rate 
based on 02 consumption 

D). Amount Used -Total: This is the amount used during EVA plus the amount 
used to :Ussipate heat built up prior to EVA 

E). Amount Remaining: For EVA I, this is the amount collected by the 
feed��ter collection bag less the bag weight. For 
EVA II it is calculated using a metabolic rate 
based on 02 consumption 

F). Use Rate During EVA: This is the amount of feed water used during EVA 
divided by the time fran feedwater ON to feedwater OF'i' 

G). Time Used: 

H). Time Remaining: 

I). Time Available: 

This is the feedwater ON to feedwater OFF time 

This is calculated using the use rate during EVA 
an:i the amount remaining (usable) 

This is the time used plus the time available or 
the total EVA time before the feedwater would have 
been :ieple ted 

The -6 PLSS LiOH ex�endable curve was used to determine the time remaining. 

Power 

Although 279 watt hours is the specification minimum pre EVA power available, 
PLSS batteries have always exceeded this and the lowest ever recorded was 
282 watt hours. 



APPENDIX I 
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Appendix I METABOLIC DETERMINATIONS 

Metabolic rates were determined by thermal balance, oxygen consumption, and 

feed��ter consumption. 

Thermal balance consists of adding the heat absorbed by the Transport Water 

Loop and the Oxygen Vent Loop to obtain the total amount of heat generated 

by the crewman. The metabolic rate exerted upon the Transport Water Loop is 

equal to the LCG b T multiplied by the Lex:; Flowrate. The Lex:; .o T is obtained 

from the actual EVA data, and the LCG flowrate is obtained from the preflight 

PIA data. The metabolic rate is then multiplied by the time span involved 

to determine the total amount of heat input by the crewnan to the Transport 

Hater Loop. 

Heat Load on the Oxygen Vent Loop is determined by calculating the change in 

enthalpy of the vent loop from sublimator gas outlet to gas inlet. Various 

gas inlet dew point temperature3 are assumed, The Ve!'lt Loop flowrate is 

then determined from the intersection of the. curves of the PLSS fan t. P vs 

Fl01o�rate and PGA A P vs Flowrate. The PLSS fan A P i s  corrected for LiOH 

cartridge and wetted loop, while the PGA A P is corrected for altitude and 

flo•.«ate. Multiplication of enthalpy change and the Vent Loop flowrate yielrls 

the total heat load output of the crewm3n to the Vent Loop. 

The time period used for the oxygen consumption method is that �here the 

usaee rate stabilized to a nearly constant rate. The equation used is an 

empirical one. KnowU1g starting and final POS pressures over this given timg 

span, Uw �eieht of oxygen used is ·calculated u:;ing the Universal Gas Law, 

P � cznT, where P is pressure, T is temperature, (' is density, and z is the 

co:,lprc.;,;,i hi.ll ty roc tor. Compressibility fnctort. m·c obt'li J;:!1 frc<m rC' f€·!'t'r.ces 
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stat-ed in "Compressibility Factors for Ox;ygen for Temperatures from 490� 

to 62o<>n and for Pressures from 200 psia to :3600 psia", Report No. 

5-2940-2-HOU-980 (CSD), April 8, 1970, by R.V. Monzingo. The weight of 

oxygen consumed i� then used in the empirical equation, and metabolic rate 

is determined. 

Feedwater consumption method is used to determine the metabolic rate by the 

amount of feedwater used during the EVA. The time period used is fran 

feedwater on to feedwater off. This method was not used for EVA II because 

no feedwater collection was made after this EVA. 

Tte feedwater used to dissipate heat prior to F.VA is determined by 

calculating the heat load built up by the system prior to EVA. The system 

builds up heat from helmet on to feedwater on. Sources of the heat are 

the crewman, LiOH/C02 reaction, electrical load, and lh� for�atlon of icc 

in the sublimator. It was assumed that the crewman built up heat at a 

rate of 600 BTU/hr and that 0.6 lb. of water freezes in �he sublimator 

during the time from helmet on to fecdwater on. 



Pinal Metabolic Rates 

EVA I 

Shepard 
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There is excellent correlation between metabolic rates based upon feedwater 

consumption and oxygen consumption. The o2 consumption me�hod using no 

oxygen leakage shows that the maximum meta�olic rate at which the CDR worked 

is about 786 RTU/hr. Assuming an 02 leak rate the same as during preflight 

PIA dnta giv�s a metabolic rate of 743 BTU/hr. This agrees with the fecd

w:�l.<" con•urnptioro method which produces a metabolic rate of 628 BTU/hr 

assuming no heat leak, and a rate of 740 BTU/hr with a heat leak of -140 bTU/hr. 

This value of the heat leak is gotten from the Apollo EMU Performance Data 

Book. 

From these two results, it is likely that the CDR's metabolic ra,te was about 

750 BTU/hr. 

The results of the thermal balance method do not agr�� with this result. 

llowever, the thermal balance method is the least accurate of the three methods. 

As is shown In Table IV, there are mnny sources of error involved in this 

method. It is possible that neither Transport Water flow nor Oxygen Vent Flow 

were as expected by preflight PIA data. The ,o.1' readout may have been in error, 

and the gas inlet dewpoint is unknown. 

It is reasonable' to assume that the thermal balance method docs not dispute 

the results determined by the other two methods, and that the CDR's 

metabolic rate was 750 BTU/hr. 

Mi tch<' ll 

Ft·<.·rhl:lt(·r ··<.,n:·:w•:(ltion �how.') th<lt the l.MP work(·cl :.t ., mct�thol ic. rate' of �:;9 

:·:ii'/itr, izH.:luJil��,. h<:�ll l<:�tk. Fl'om this re�ull, it i" Li"-t·l}'' th:.•t thv w�t.ibvti� 
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rate was about 900 BTU/hr during this EVA. Oxygen consumption with zero 

02 leakage yields a metabolic rate of 1220 BTU/hr. However, the LMP did 

have a high oxygen leakage rate. It is reasonable to assume that the 

leakage was about JOO sec/min, which would make the metabolic rate 900 BTU/hr, 

which agrees with the feedwater consumption method. 

In addition , thermal balance method with a gas inlet dewpoint of 69°f shows 

a metabolic· rate of 888 BTU/hr, including the -140 BTU/hr heal leak. Tests 

run at HSC show thut this is a reasonable dcwpolnt temperature. Despi te 

errors involved, thermal balance method in this case substantiates well the 
' 

re�ult gotten from the fcedwater consumption method. 

EVA 11 

Shepard 

No fecdwater measurement was made after EVA tt, so feedwatcr used is unknown. 

Results obtained from the therrnal balance and 02 consumption methods give a 

range of metabolic rates from 800 - 1000 BTU/hr. It can be concluded that the 

CDR worked at an average metabolic rate of 900 BTU/hr. A n  02 leakage of 

175 sec/min would result in a metabolic rate of 900 BTU/hr. 1t Is not 

unlikely that the leakage rate for the COR during this EVA would be on that 

order. !teat leak during EVA II was +lJ5 BTU/hr. This value of the heat leak 

Is gotten from the Apollo EHU Performance Data Book. 

Mitchell 

As for the CDR, n o  feedwater collection was taken Cor the LHP a fte r this EVA, 

so no cx�c.t metabolic rate c.an be pinpointed. However, rc:�ults obtnincd sho"'' 

that th� metabolic rate was between 850 and 1250 BTU/hr. Using the �ami': 02 

����w�c a,, in EVA I ;:ive� a metabolic rate of 91JO RTU/hr hy th� O><)'<:<'n C:onsu-['L'· -. 

Ncthod. Thermal balance ealcul:ltions give metabolic rate. of up to 1200 bTU/hr. 
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Thr, r,nly conclusion which can be drawn is that the metabolic r�te was 

l,otw<;ou '){)() and 1200 BTU/In, or about lOSO BTU/hr. 



I. Thermal Balance Method (Zero Heat Leak) 

A. Tram;port \•later Loop 
She(Jard EVA I 

MR � LCG T x LCG F /R 
MLnMRxt 

LCG LCG F/R LCG F/R 
{PPM} _(PPH } T:l.me Period t T A·1. T 

�11.:19 1:13 1.50 81 4. 30 258 
to 
15:12 1.217 

p5:32 
t.o 

3:36 2.02 73.8 4.38 263 
tl.19:08 3.6 

Total ML = 2381 BTU 

MHchc l.l EVA I 

Time Pericd t 

.. 14:19 :13 
to 

11,:32 .217 

1'-14:32 2:52 
to 
17:24 2.867 

Ll7:24 :04 
to 
17:28 .067 

ll7:28 1:40 
to 

19:00 1.67 

LCG 
T Av. T 

1.0 85.5 

l. 75 76.9 

4.4 70.2 

1.7 75.6 

LCG F' /R LCG f'/R 
(PPM) (PPil) 

4.03 242 

4.35 261 

4.3 1 259 

4.35 261 

Total Ml.. � 2178. 5 BTU 

I 
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MR HL 
_(BTU/hrs) (BTU 

387 471 

531 1910 

MR HL 
(DTU/hrs) (BTU) 
242 52.5 1 
456 1310 

1140 76 

41.3 740 
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Shepard EVA II 

LOG LOG F/R LOG F/R 
Time Period t T AV. T (PPM) (PPH) 
131:48 1:52 1.45 79.7 4.34 260.5 

to 
I.J:l: 40 1.867 

:02 4 80 4.40 264 
.em 
:02 4 79 4.40 264 
.033 
:07 5.6 75.8 4.45 267 
.116� 

1:02 1 4.2 63.6 4.50 270 
l.0333 i 

135:1/, 1:09 1.8 72.4 
i 

4.40 264 
to 

I J.J6: 23_ 1.15 
:10 

1
2.0 81.3 ' 4.:33 260 

I 
.167 I 

Total HL = 2733.9 BTU 

Mitchell EVA I I  

Time Period 

PJ1:48 
t.o 

1131:26 
�3:26 t.o 111.:08 
�34:08 

t.o 
)31.:42 
134: !,?. 

to 
}.?�·: ?3 

t. 
1:38 

1.633 
:42 

.7 
:34 
.567 

1:41 
l. 681 ' 

LOJ LOJ FfR LOG F/R 
T 1\V. T (PPM) {PPH) 

1.7 76.4 4.29 2�7.5 

4.8 61 4.58 275 

1.7 75 .9 4.35 261 

!,,1 61.5 4.57 274 
I 

Tot.al HL �· 37'77. 5 BTU 

HL 
(BTU/hrs (BTU) 
378 705 

1057 35.2 

1057 35.2 

1495 174 

1134 1172 

475 526 

520 86.5 

MR HL 
(BTU/hrs' (BTU' 
437 713 

1320 923 

444 251.5 

1123 1890 



B. 02 Vent Loop 
Shepard EVA I 
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Flaw = 6.32 actm = 8.08 pph 

From psychrometric charts h(42°F DP) 
68gF inlet dew point am J.20p outlet D.P. 33 
64 F inlet dew point am 42°F outlet D.P. 33 
6o°F inlet dew point am 42� outlet D.P. 33 

Dry F/R; 8.08 (1-.022) G 7 . 90 pph 
MR a 47.5 BTU/lb x 7.90 pph o 375 BTU/hr 
I..R = 375 BTU/hr x 4.817 hr • 1808 BTU 

MR = (37 .1) (7. 90) " 293 BTU/hr 
IlL Q (293) (4.817) '"' 1412 BTu 

MR = (28,1) (7.90) = 222 BTU/hr 
IlL = (222) (4.817) c 1070 BTU 

Kitchell EVA I 

Flow = 6.22 actm = 7. 95 pph 

From psychrometric charts h(47°F' DP) 
73°F inlet dewpoint and 47°F outlet D.P. 39,2 
69Cy inlet dewpoint and 47� outlet D.P. 39.2 
65°F inlet dewpoint and 47� outlet D.P. 39.2 

Dry F/R A 7.95 (1-.0245) = 7.76 pph 
MR = (56.9) (7.76) = 442 
HL = (41.2) (4.817) " 2127 

MR '0 Q..4.2) (7. 76) � 343 
HL = (31.3) (4.817) " 1651 

MR = (33.2) (7. 76 ) = 258 
HL = (258) (4.817) = 1240 

h(In. DP) 
80.5 
70.1 
61.1 

64Cy D.P. 

h(In. DP) 

96 
83.4 
72.4 

A.!!_ 
47.5 BTU/lb 
37.1 
28.1 

.A.h... 
56.9 BTU/11: 
44.2 
33.2 
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O;?Vt-nt Loop 

Shepar:l EVA II 

Plow,� 6.32 ocfln � 8.00 pph 

From p�ychrom�tric charts 

7l�F inlet D.P. and 1,5°F outlet D.P. 
670F inlet D.P. and 45°F outlet D.P. 
63 F inlet D.P. and 45� outlet D.P. 

Dry F/R =·8.08 (l-.CZ2) -7.90 
MR ;  (53.2) (7.90) a 420 
HL n (420) (4.583) n 1928 

MR �(40.5) (7.90) u 320 
HL a 020) (4.583) '" 1468 

MR a (30.7) (7.90) � 243 
HL .. (243) (4.583)- lll2 

Mitchell EVA II 

Flow: 6.22 acnn = 7.95 pph 

From psychrcr.netric chat·t!l 

7J°F inlet D.P. and 470p outlet D.P. 
69°F inlet D.P. and 47°F outlet D.P. 
650p inlet D.P. and 47°F outlet D.P. 

Dry F/R = 7. 95 Q.-.0245) = 7.76 pph 
MR = (56.9) (7.76) • 442 
HL = (442) (4.583) a 20)0 

MR = (4.42) (7.76) • 343 
HL = (31,3) (4.583) "' 1572 

MR = (33.2) (7.76) • 258 
HL = (258) (4.583) • 1183 

h(45°F D.P.) 
)6.8 
36.8 
36.8 

h(In. D.P.) 
90.0 
77.3 
67.5 

Llh 
5J:T"'BTU/lb 
40.5 
30.7 

ili7°F D.P.) h(In. D.P.) ..i.1! 
39.2 96 56.9 BTU/lb 
39.2 83.4 44.2 
39.2 72.4 33.2 



Shepard 

Assumed Cas Inlet Tem� ML (Vent) 
ML (T/W) 

D.P. 

Total ML (BTU) 

EVA time 4.817 hrs • 

. M/R (BTU/hr) 
Av. M/R (BTU/hr) 

Mitchell 

Assuned Cas Inlet Temp D.P. 

EVA II 

ML (Vent) 
ML (T/W) 

Total ML (BTU) 

EVA tims 4.817 hrs. 

J.ljn (BTU /h r) 

Av. M/R (B'l'U/hr) 

Shepard 

AsSUDed Cas Inlet Temp D.P. 
ML (Vent) 
ML (T/W) 

Total ML (BTU) 
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68 
1808 
� 4189 

60 
1070 
� 
3451 

- _It?� - J�- - - - 1.11. 
792 

ll 
21.27 
gm 

. 4306 

� 
1651 
ill2 
3830 

M 
1.240 
m:l 
3419 

J'J.J - -{J� - - - J"JP
BOO 

11 
1928 

� 
§l ·lll.2 

�ii 
EVA time 4.583 hrs. 

M/R (BTU/hr) J.9].l _ .J"J:§ ____ �'L 
Av. M/R (BTU/hr) 924 

Mitchell 

Assumed Cas Inlet Temp D.P. 
ML (Vent ) 
ML (T/W) 

Total ML (BTU} 

i::VA tim� 4. 583 hrs. 

M/R (BTU/hr) 

Av. M/R (BTU/hr) 

71 
2030 
2m 
5808 

� 
1572 
2m 
5350 

M 
ll83 
nJ.§. 
4961 

-�6!!_ - g�- - - _1� 

1173 
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1r. o2 Con�umption Method 

EVA ! 

Shepard 

ML : o, used - 02 leaked 
.0001648 RQ = 0.85.(see page 24) 

Time: 114: 38 to ll9:06 = 4:28•4.467 hrs. 

At 114:38 POS pressure = 945 ps la, o2 Wt. • 1.190 lb. 

At 119:06 POS pressure = 490 psia, o2 Wt. 0.615 lb. 

02 use.d � l. 190 - 0.615 • 0.575 I b. 

For zero 02 leakage, Oz used - Oz leaked = 0.575 lb. 

ML 0.575 
.0001648 11.90 BTU 

3490 BTll HL = = 780 BTU/hr 4 . 467 hrs . 

For . preflight PIA data, suit leakage was 147 sec/min 

147 X 180 = 35.8 sec/min at al titudc 
740 

o2 leaked = 35.8 sec/min x 2.92 x 106 

02 used - o2 leaked = 0.575 - 0.028 = 

HL = o. 547 
.0001648 

ML = 3320 BTU 
4.467 hrs. 

Mitchell 

D 3320 BTU 

743 BTU/hr 

Time: ll4:3C to 119:06 = 4:36 = 4.6 hrs. 

At 114:30 POS pressure = 960 psia, 02 Wt. 

lb/scc x 268 

0.547 lb. 

1.213 lb. 

At 119:06 POS pressure = '235 psia, 02 Wt. = 0. 288 lb. 

02 used= 1.213 - 0.288 = 0.925 lb. 

Fnr ·zc·ro 02 I <:"k�:,;P, �IR = 1220 llTIJ/hr 

min = 0.028 lbs. 

from preflight PIA data, suit leakage was 70 scc/111in, 17.0 S<'C/r.lin 
at altitude. 

HR = 1202 BTU/hr 
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Sh<'pard 

Time: 132:12 to 136:20 z 4:08 a 4.133 hr. 

At 132: 12 POS pressure � 910 psia, 02 Wt. 

At 136:20 POS pressure = 335 psia, 02 Wt. 

o2 used • 1.150 · 0.415 s 0.735 lb. 

For zero o2 leakage, MR a 1080 BTU/hr 

Using preflight PIA leakage, MR = 1042 

Mitchell 

Time: 132:00 to 136:20 = 4:20 = 4.333 hr. 

At LJ2:00 POS pressure -= 920 psia, o2 Wt. 

At 136:20 POS pressure = 250 psia, 02 Wt. 

02 used e 1.157 - 0.293 � 0.864 lb. 

For tero 02 leakage, t{Ra 1210 BTU/hr. 

Using preflight PIA leakage, MR= 1192 

= 1.150 lb. 

• 0.415 lb. 

BTU/hr. 

� l.L57. lb. 

= 0. 293 lb. 

BTU/hr. 

Empirical Equation for Metabolic Load by 02 Consumption 

Hetabol ic Load o , used - 02 leaked 
a .0001708 - (R{-0.707) 

0. 29]) 

For RQ = 0.85, the equation reduces to: 

Metabolic Load 02 used - o2 leaked 
• 0001648 

(.0000123) 
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III. Metabolic Rate Based on Feed«ater Consumed 

Shepard EVA I 

RCU Earth Weight c 5.14 lb. 
HCU Lunar W�ight = 0.382 kg 

5.14 lb. 
3 2 I = 1 . 5 lbkg 

0,382 kg. 

Lunar weight of feedwater bag from Shepard's first EVA= 0.25 kg 
Earth weight of dry feeuwater bag = 0,47 lb. 
Feedwater collected= (lunar weight x 13.52) - 0.47 

: (0.25 kg X 13. 52 lb/kg) · 0.47 lb. 
= 2.91 lb. 

Initial charge = 8.59 - .13 (due to hose expansion) 
= 8.46 lb. 

Fcedwater used Initial charge - (feedwater collected+ 0.83slave water) 
E 8,46 • ( 2 ,91 + ,83) 
= 4.72 lb. 

Fecdwatcr used to dissipate heat built up prior to EVA= 

(1.276) (600) (.361) + (182)(0.6) + S1o.& 
1038 

� 0.42 lb. 

Feedwater used during EVA= 4.72 - 0,42 = 4.30 lb. 

Metabolic Rate c Heat of Conversion x Wei�ht - Electrical Load 
( l. 276)(4.7) 

NOTE: The constant 1.276 provided by HSO accounts for the percent 
of heat generated by the c02/LiOH reaction. 

The cnbln temperature prior to !::VA 1 wa$ 70°F (1>. ll<ly<hlon EC:6) 

MR = llent of conver•don x Wei.Kht - f:Jcctd<.,,l Lo:ul 
( l. 276)(4.7 

= [1075.8 - (Tcabin - 32>1 4. 30 ln. - 690 
.oo 

= ( 1 0 3 7. 6) 4. 3 0 - 690 = 
6.00 

3770 = 628 BTU/hr 
6.00 
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Mitchell EVA I 

Feedwater used = 5.60 lb. 

Feedwater used during EVA = 5.60-0.42 = 5.18 lb. 

MR a (1037.8) 5,18 -71 6 = 4654 � 777 BTU/hr 
6.00 6.00 

Electrical Load 

Shepard EVA I 

43 X 3.415 X 4.7 = 690 BTU 

Mitchell EVA I 

44.6 X 3.415 X 4.7 = 716 BTU 

reedwatcr u�ed to dissipate heat prior to EVA 

··�· t l.oad du.:: to crewman: (600)(. 361) � 216.5 BTU 
IICl'l l.Qa ti due to LiOH/C02 reDction: (.276)(600)(.361) � �9.7 

icc for�ncd 1n sublimator: .6[144 + (70-32)] Heal Lo�d due to 
Heat 1.o11d due to £1ectrlclll Load c 54.6 

Total llcat Load c 439.9 BTU 
Ilea t of Conversion = 1038 .BTU/lb. 

= 109. 1 




